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Online radio scored listening touchdown on Super Bowl Sunday.  This 
week’s Super Bowl brought more evidence that event programming can trigger 
surges in radio listening.  While the Big Game is more of an event for TV than 
radio, it still caused significant spikes in online radio listening in the two cities 
that sent their teams to Phoenix.  Listening to all Boston-based radio streams 
shot up 44.8% on game day, compared to the previous Sunday, according to 
Triton Digital Webcast Metrics.  The game-day streaming lift wasn’t as large in 
Seattle but still significant — up 13.5%.   Triton Digital COO Mike Agovino notes 
that the data reflects listenership to Boston- and Seattle-based streams and 
not listeners located exclusively in those two markets, although most of them 
were.   Perhaps most telling, the data reflects “not just audience listening to the 
game but overall audience to stations based in those markets,” he says, another 
indicator that event programming can lift the entire marketplace.   Sports radio 
serves as a Town Hall for fans before and after the game and the Triton data 
shows audiences used it for Monday morning quarterbacking in both cities.  This 
past Monday, listening to all Boston-based streams was 25.5% higher than the 
previous Monday.  In Seattle the Monday boost was even bigger than that for 
Super Bowl Sunday — up 15.6%.   IHeartMedia “Sports Radio 950” KJR, Seattle illustrated the post-game radio tune-in. Its 
online listening  jumped 20% on Monday compared to the football season baseline, according to the station.  But that pales 
in comparison to the 149% KJR streaming boost recorded the day after the Seahawks beat the Green Bay Packers to earn 
their second consecutive trip to the Super Bowl.  

Top tune-in times: before and after the Super Bowl.   Radio acts like a magnet for listeners in the home markets of the 
teams participating in the Super Bowl but the majority of listening occurs before kickoff and right after the game ends, 
Nielsen data from 2013 shows.  About 90 minutes before kickoff for Super Bowl XLVII, the audience for the Baltimore Ravens 
flagship radio station more than tripled, registering a staggering 255% increase.  At the same time, the audience for the 
market’s top sports station jumped 62%.  A similar phenomenon occurred once the game ended with a 326% listening surge 
for the flagship and a 65% increase for the Baltimore sports station. A similar scenario unfolded on the other side of the 
country among San Francisco 49ers fans, although the percentages were smaller.  
 

Like TV, radio saw greater interest in this year’s Big Game.  Sunday’s down-to-the-wire match between the New England 
Patriots and the Seattle Seahawks did more than produce record-high Super Bowl ratings for NBC.  The run-up to the 
game also caused year-over-year audience increases for sports radio.  Sports audio streaming sessions on CBS Radio 
properties grew 27% to 17.4 million in January 2015, compared to January 2014. Total 
listening hours grew 23% to 13.1 million.  Based on a host of other metrics, pre-Super 
Bowl coverage attracted larger audiences this year than last.  Unique visitors to sports 
content at CBS spoken word radio and TV sites jumped 15% over last January’s levels.  
The pre-game audience influx was most apparent in Boston, where unique visitors to 
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sports content at the CBS Local Boston portal rocketed up a staggering 247% year-over year.  Entercom sports WEEI-FM, 
Boston (93.7) dispatched several of its hosts to Arizona for Superweek.  That helped nearly triple visitors and page views for 
WEEI.com during the week before the game. 
 

Cheeky copy helps advertiser grab Super Bowl listeners.  Lines such as “don’t let your 
tight end drop the ball with an offensive foul smell” and “show number two who’s number one” 
made a toilet bowl air freshener the winner of the 2015 Super Bowl Sound Awards.  Westwood 
One — which syndicated the Super Bowl — says Poo-Pourri was the top vote-getter with its 
commercial for a different sort of bowl.   Poo-Pourri created a special spot to air during the big 
game, a move that’s gained traction in recent years.  Westwood One has helped that cause by 
creating some Super Bowl-tailored ads for clients.   As for this year’s competition, rounding out 
the top five commercials were Motel 6, with two commercials, Subway, and Exergen.   Overall, 
more than 40 advertisers participated in the Super Bowl Sound Awards.  Listen to all the ads HERE.

Big Boy says he’s ‘crushed’ by Emmis suit.   A day after Emmis Communications filed suit against rhythmic CHR “Power 
106” KPWR, Los Angeles morning man Kurt Alexander for taking steps to leave the station, the host better known as Big 
Boy took to social media to offer a limited response.  His message was largely a thank you to fans that have been with 
him through his two decades at KPWR, saying he is “crushed” by the lawsuit. “This is bigger than a radio logo,” he writes, 
adding, “I’ll be able to tell the real … soon.”  Emmis has asked the California Superior Court to issue an injunction keeping 
Alexander from joining iHeartMedia, which it alleges has plans to build a new urban station around the personality.  Emmis 
tells the court it’s essentially met the terms of that three-year offer, including a $3.5 million salary, which under Alexander’s 
contract requires him to remain on KPWR.  His current contract — which reportedly pays him $1.45 million per year — 
expires February 28, and several of “Big Boy’s Neighborhood” cast members have already quit KPWR.  Emmis has already 
scrubbed references to the show from the station’s website.

Journal pitches a big digital tent with expanded Radio League effort.  Journal Broadcast Group’s 10-month old Radio 
League app is getting a remake and going national.   It launched last spring with a collection of digital-only music streams 
and other Milwaukee-focused content.  Journal’s now plugged in all of its local station webcasts as Radio League expands 
its mission.  The company has folded more than two dozen existing local station apps into the Radio League platform — 
each is now a tile on the app, and users can designate a favorite station that autoplays the next time it’s opened.  Journal-
Milwaukee director of marketing and innovation J. Pat Miller, who’s helped steer Radio League since its launch, says new 
mobile partner Jacapps was able to add new features such as an alarm clock and integrate station contests and social 
media.  “We want our local users to have a great experience and by putting all of our resources into one app, we can make 
it really special,” he says.  Jacapps president Paul Jacobs calls it a “breakthrough mobile app” that not only consolidates all 
of the group’s stations onto one platform, but also retains a more locally-focused design than what national offerings like 
iHeartRadio or TuneIn offer.  “A rock listener in Omaha doesn’t want a station from across the country, they want their local 
station front and center,” Journal VP of interactive media Michael Gay says. Radio League will have 14 pureplay genre-
specific music streams crafted by Radionomy which will use four minutes of advertising to cover Journal’s bandwidth costs.  
Local stations will also be able to inject two additional geo-targeted minutes.  “Using GPS, every one of our eight markets 
can sell into each of those streams without changing the actual stream,” Miller says.

DOJ deal expires, opening door to Univision-Entravision combination.  When the calendar page turned to 2015 this 
month, a ten-year old consent decree between Univision Communications and the Department of Justice came to an end. 
The 2004 agreement — signed as part of Univision’s $3.5 billion purchase of Hispanic Broadcasting Corporation — put 
limits on Univision’s interactions with Entravision Communications, of which it currently owns 10%.  “From a regulatory 
standpoint there’s very little that stands in the way of Univision so if they want to buy us they could,” CFO Chris Young said 
at an investor conference last month. “But the reality is they’ve got some pretty good economics out of us.”  That includes 
selling national ad inventory for Entravision TV stations.   Yet there’s no rush.  While the DOJ consent decree wiped out its 
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ability to fill two board seats, Univision held onto its right to block the sale of Entravision’s 49-radio and 58-television station 
group to anyone else.  “They have to consent to any takeover of Entravision so they’re not worried about us being acquired 
by someone else because they’ve got the veto rights,” Young said.  Univision hasn’t proposed a deal, according to Young, 
and its group of private equity owners are said to have had conversations about selling the company or filing an IPO by the 
end of 2015. So with odds long that Univision will take over the company, the question of whether Entravision will instead be 
a buyer of radio arises.   “There are always a handful of deals sitting on our desk and we’re sitting in that position right now —
but never say never,” Young said.  He believes it’s more likely Entravision will grow further in the digital market, along the lines 
of its $15 million acquisition of the digital ad company Pulpo Media last June.   There’s good reason for Entravision to own 
radio and television stations in the same market. Young said in the 11 cities where they do, broadcast cash flow margins are 
10% higher than in the six markets where they only own radio.  Read Inside Radio’s Deal Digest on Page 5.

Nielsen: African Americans are voracious content consumers. Coming off its most successful year in PPM history, the 
urban format is poised to gain a new outlet in Los Angeles, as iHeartMedia attempts to lure veteran morning man Big Boy 
with a $3.5 million a year offer. Since late 2013, the company has launched new urban outlets in several markets, including 
Miami and Houston.  One reason for the renewed interest in the evergreen urban format is its target audience spends more 
time with radio than the general population.   In a recent Nielsen survey of 10,000 African-American adults, 92% said they 
tune into radio each week, listening for more than 12 hours — 5% longer than the total audience. Peak listening hours are 
middays (10am-3pm) with 61% of the listening occurring outside of the home.  African Americans are a whopping 65% more 
likely to listen to a local radio station online compared to the general market.  But radio is hardly alone in connecting with the 
population segment. “African-Americans have a diverse approach to receiving content and information — they fully engage 
and connect through various mainstream and niche media outlets and platforms, and they consume more content than other 
groups on all fronts,” Nielsen says in a new report.  African-Americans watch the most television of any group: nearly 200 
hours per month, about 60 more hours than the total audience. While blacks watch more live television than other groups, 
levels of time-shifted and video-on-demand viewing are also increasing.  African-American consumers still trust print with 
more than half surveyed (52%) more likely to be voracious readers of magazines, which is 30% higher than the general 
population.
 

No toll lane for radio webcasts — or any other digital traffic in Wheeler net plan.  Full details of FCC chair Tom Wheeler’s 
plans for regulating the internet will be released later this month.  But the agency has released an outline of what he’ll 
propose.   It shows the regulations will move the web toward being classified as a utility, although Wheeler says he won’t look 
for the FCC to regulate pricing.   For broadcasters and other companies providing streaming, perhaps the most significant 
piece of the proposal is to block service providers from creating “fast lanes” for companies that pay for higher data speeds.  
Wheeler will also propose to ban the blocking of certain content and applications, as well as ban what’s known as throttling 
— the slowing down of content based on whether its creator paid an access fee.   “My proposal assures the rights of internet 
users to go where they want, when they want, and the rights of innovators to introduce new products without asking anyone’s 
permission,” Wheeler writes in an op-ed in Wired magazine.   His outline generated the expected outrage from congressional 
Republicans who believe the FCC shouldn’t be installing itself as the internet utility regulator.  Beyond Capitol Hill, reaction 
was more positive.  “We like what we’re hearing so far,” Future of Music Coalition CEO Casey Rae says. “The fact that the 
FCC has chosen to reclassify broadband as a telecommunications service is a true watershed moment.”  The National 
Association of Broadcasters has so far remained neutral in the net neutrality debate.  The FCC is set to vote on the new 
rules at its February 26 meeting.

Tom Wheeler scatters some tea leaves for what’s in store for media rules.  Federal Communications Commission chief 
Tom Wheeler’s February is sure to be dominated by issues involving the internet.   But Wheeler may also be signaling what 
could be in store for another hot potato: a review of the FCC’s media ownership regulations.   Without the media briefings and 
fanfare of net neutrality, the agency has quietly released its strategic plan for 2015 to 2018.  With President Obama now in his 
final years in office, the document essentially becomes a list of what Wheeler hopes to accomplish in his time left at the FCC. 
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For media, according to the document, he’ll look to examine and “make changes” to current regulations based on his often-
repeated goal of increasing media competition, diversity, and localism.  “In order for broadcasters to best serve the public 
interest, we must preserve an avenue through which diverse voices can be heard and the interests of local communities can 
be served,” his strategic plan states.  The document offers no specifics, although Wheeler watchers doubt he’ll propose any 
further deregulation for radio.  Many believe it’s also unlikely he’ll attempt to relax cross-ownership limits, a move that even 
Republican chair Kevin Martin wasn’t able to make stick.  Wheeler may be offering a clue in the strategic plan, writing, “The 
needs of the American citizenry are served when all consumers have access to a variety of sources for news, public service, 
and other media programming.”  The Commission is all but certain to be immersed in the net neutrality rulemaking for much 
of this year, and Wheeler has already indicated that he doesn’t expect to announce any proposals from the combined 2010 
and 2014 quadrennial media review process until mid-2016.  

People Moves: KSL’s Grant Nielsen retiring in March. Bonneville news/talk KSL-FM&AL (102.7, 1160) morning drive co-
host Grant Nielsen has announced he’ll retire from his daily shift in March.  But Grant, who has been at KSL for nearly 22 
years, will continue to do part-time work for the station.    “I will not miss the 3:00 a.m. wake-up call,” he jokes. Bonneville has 
promoted news anchor Brian Martin to take Nielsen’s chair alongside Amanda Dickson starting March 23.  He has been at 
KSL since 2010.   Martin previously spent 15 years anchoring and reporting TV news in Texas, New Mexico, New York, and 
Utah.   “I realize I have enormous shoes to fill,” Martin says.  Read more People Moves HERE.

Federal court asked to review Cumulus deals.  The FCC is asking the U.S. Court of Appeals to toss out a lawsuit brought 
by ADX Communication that requested the court to overturn an agency decision that cleared the way for Cumulus Media to 
expand two clusters.  ADX argues the FCC allowed its rival to overshoot ownership caps by using Arbitron/Nielsen market 
definitions in two adjacent metros where Class C signals are listed as “home” to either area.  ADX insists the Media Bureau 
should have instead used contour-based methodology.   The review comes after a decision last June by the Bureau allowing 
Cumulus to buy soft AC “Soft Rock 94.1” WMEZ and country “Nash FM 102.7” WXBM-FM in Pensacola, FL from Pamal 
Broadcasting and Mobile market CHR WABD (97.5) from Educational Media Foundation.    Both sales closed in 2013.  In 
its petition with the court, the FCC calls its decision “reasonable” and says it should be upheld by the three-judge panel.  It 
also argues that ADX hasn’t yet demonstrated how Cumulus acquiring the three FMs would have a negative impact on the 
public interest.

Inside Radio News Ticker…Analyst: Pandora under the gun on Wall Street...It could be a turning point for Pandora.  Stifel 
analyst John Egbert says when the company reports its year-end user figures later today it could put to rest — for the time 
being — worries that its growth has stalled.  “If Pandora can add a few million incremental users,” he writes in a report, “we 
think investors’ concerns about active user growth should become less.” Pandora saw its active user growth slow every 
quarter last year...SiriusXM renews deal with the PGA...Tournament coverage of the PGA Tour will continue on SiriusXM 
Radio’s PGA Tour Radio channel for the next three years following an extension of the tour’s agreement with the satellite 
broadcaster. Launched in June 2005, the channel broadcasts about 24 hours of live golf coverage each week, including 
hole-by-hole action and expert analysis from a variety of broadcasters. 
 

Congress tries again with remaking the FCC.  With rare broad bipartisan fervor, the House Communications Subcommittee 
made quick work yesterday of a proposal to reform FCC procedures.  At the end of the 20-minute hearing, Republican and 
Democratic lawmakers voted unanimously to advance a bill they already tried to pass in the last two sessions of Congress.  
The bill would consolidate eight separate reports that the FCC is required to produce into a single, comprehensive report.  
“This streamlined report will give us important information about competition among technology platforms,” Rep. Fred Upton 
(R-MI) said, adding, “It is my hope that the third time is the charm and gets it signed into law by the President as soon as 
possible.” While the proposal wouldn’t change any data collected by the FCC from radio stations, supporters say it could 
potentially help broadcasters make a case for deregulation since it will put radio into a larger media landscape. “Competition 
is the key driver to a robust and dynamic free marketplace,” Rep. Marsha Blackburn (R-TN) said.
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S  A  L  E  S

Fredericksburg, VA — Alpha Media strikes an $8.1 million deal to buy “New 
Country 93.3” WFLS-FM, rhythmic CHR “99.3 The Vibe” WVBX, classic rock “96.9 
The Rock” WWUZ and talk/sports WNTX (1350) and its FM translator W234BS 
(96.5) from Sandton Capital Partners.   When the deal and other pending acquisitions 
close, Alpha Media will own 93 stations, including nearby clusters in Richmond, VA; 
Hagerstown, MD; and Bluefield, WV.  Broker: George Reed, Media Services Group  

Seattle — Bible Broadcasting Network strikes a $2.4 million deal to buy news-
talk KXOT, Seattle (91.7) from Public Media Company (the former Public Radio 
Capital).  PMC has been operating the station since 2005 when it took over from 
Bates Technical College.  Broker: Greg Guy, Patrick Communications

Texas — Terry Slavens’ For The Love of The Game Broadcasting converts a local 
marketing agreement into a purchase of classic hits KATX, Eastland (97.7) from High 
Plains Radio Network for $450,000.  The sale is structured as a promissory note 
payable over 12 years, calling for weekly payments of $1,154.  Slavens has been 
operating the Class A signal under a local marketing agreement since January 2013.

Ohio — Joel Losego’s AVC Communications files to buy classic rock “Rock 92.1” 
WBIK, Pleasant City, OH from David Wilson for $246,000.   AVC Communications has 
been operating WBIK under a joint sales agreement since 2002.   It also is converting 
a separate JSA into a purchase of AC WBNV, Barnesville (93.5) and “Kickin’ Country 
KC-105” WWKC, Caldwell under a previously announced $1,136,399 deal with 
Grant Hafley.  Together, the deals will give AVC Communications six stations in 
southwest Ohio, including hot AC “Mix 96” WCMJ, Cambridge; adult standards 
WILE-FM, Byesville (97.7) and sports WILE, Cambridge (1270).

Hawaii — Vic Michael’s Kona Coast Radio strikes a $100,000 deal to buy ethnic 
“Hawaii’s Na Mele 102.3” KMKK-FM, Kaunakakai, HI from Frontier Capital Partners.  
Kaunakakai is the largest town on the island of Moloka’i.  Michael doesn’t own any 
other full-power stations in Hawaii but he owns three translators on the islands of 
Maui and O’ahu.

Panama City, FL — IHeartMedia files to buy the Springfield, FL-licensed 
translator W242BF at 96.3 FM from Way Media for $75,000.  The translator will 
simulcast “Fox Sports 590” WDIZ.  Broker: Fowler Media Consulting

Colorado — Vic Michael files to buy oldies KIIQ, Limon (93.7) from Northeast 
Broadcasting Company for $50,000.  The contract includes a provision that if Michael 
sells KIIQ he will pay 20% of the proceeds from that sale to Northeast Broadcasting.   
KIIQ overlaps with just one other station that Michael owns: KDAB, Hugo, CO (93.7).

Florida — Steve McGowan and Lynn Baker’s Jackson Radio Group files to 
buy WJAQ, Marianna (100.9) and the “Good Time Oldies” simulcast of WTOT-FM, 
Graceville (101.7) and WTOT, Marianna (980) from SunGroup Broadcasting in an 
all-stock deal valued at $10.   Jackson Radio Group has been operating the stations 
since October 2013 under a local marketing agreement with an option to buy.  The 
financially struggling cluster had earlier been listed for sale at $1.3 million according 
to the Jackson County Times.  McGowan is a Dothan, AL attorney who previously 
owned WLDA (103.9) in that city from 1986 to 1988.
 

C  L  O  S  I  N  G  S

Indiana — In a deal a decade in the making, Inter Mirifica closes on a deal to 
buy “Catholic Radio Indy” WSPM, Cloverdale, IN (89.1) from Hoosier Broadcasting 
for $2.25 million. That’s the balance left on an agreed upon $2.5 million purchase 
price when Inter Mirifica first began operating the station under a time brokerage 
agreement since 2003.  The Class B signal covers an area to the west of Indianapolis.  
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Inter Mirifica also owns WSQM, Noblesville (90.9) which covers an area to the 
Northeast of downtown.
 

Springfield, MO — James Campbell’s Radio Training Network closes a 
$1.3 million deal to buy gospel/religious teaching KWFC (89.1) from Baptist Bible 
College.   Radio Training also owns contemporary Christian “88.3 The Wind” KWND 
in Springfield as well as 24 other stations in 14 markets.  Brokers: Greg Guy & Jason 
James, Patrick Communications

Minnesota — Gregory Jensen’s Hometown Broadcasting closes on a deal to 
expand its cluster in the Rochester, MN market as it closes a deal to buy the currently-
silent KNXR (97.5) from Thomas Jones’ United Audio for $1.1 million.  The contract 
says if Hometown Broadcasting leases space from Silver Creek Tall Tower Associates, 
a partnership between United Audio and Minnesota Public Radio, the purchase price 
will be cut to $714,910.  Hometown Broadcasting already owns classic rock “Power 
96” KQPR and classic country KQAQ (970) in the area.

Visalia-Tulare-Hanford, CA — Harinder Singh’s New Media Broadcasting 
closes a $675,000 deal to buy ethnic KIGS, Hanford, CA (620) from Pereira 
Communications.  Singh also owns the AC “1340 The Whale” simulcast of KWLE, 
Anacortes, WA and KRPA, Oak Harbor, WA (1110).   Broker: Griffin Media Brokers

Indiana — Richard Harts is making the move from employee to owner as he 
closes a $250,000 all-cash deal to buy classic hits “The Hawk” WAWK, Kendallville, 
IN (1140) from Northeast Indiana Broadcasting.   The deal includes the Kendallville, 
IN-licensed translator W238BH at 95.5 FM which simulcasts the 250-watt daytime-
only station.  The sale follows the 2013 death of Northeast Indiana Broadcasting 
owner Don Moore.  Harts has been an air personality at WAWK since 1999 and he 
also owns the Indiana-based Read Golden Oldies Radio three-year old web radio 
service. Broker: Ray Rosenblum

St. George, UT — Craig and Marilyn Hanson’s Media Advisors closes a $220,000 
deal to buy CHR “Mix 103.1” KURR, Hurricane, UT from Simmons Media.  They’ve 
also struck a deal to lease modern rock sister“X-98.9” KRQX-FM from Simmons.  
Craig Hanson previously was president and chief operating officer of Simmons Media, 
which has owned the two stations in Southern Utah for more than 27 years.  Simmons 
has sold every other station in its portfolio to Dell Loy Hansen Broadway Media.  

Olean, NY — Bettina Finn’s Sound Communications closes a deal to buy country 
“KZ-102” WZKZ, Alfred, NY from Pembrook Pines for $130,000.  The station had been 
operated by broker Dick Foreman, acting as a receiver, put in charge of Pembrook 
Pines by a New York State court in December 2013.  Sound Communications earlier 
closed on a $275,000 deal to buy CHR “Mix 101.5” WMXO, classic rock “98 Rocks” 
WQRS and the adult standards simulcast of WGGO (1590) and WOEN (1360) from 
Pembrook Pines.     

Missouri & Oklahoma — Nancy Miller’s One Media closes a deal to buy 
five signals from Patrick Parker for $120,000, including sports “ESPN 100.7” KSHQ, 
Deerfield, MO; and four construction permits, including KRDR, Alva, OK (105.7); a 
CP licensed to Altheimer, AR at 98.1 FM; and two Pine Bluff, AR-licensed CPs one 
at 101.3 FM, the other at 99.3 FM.  Parker acquired the stations during Auction 93.  
While One Media is owned by Miller, it is run by William Wachter’s My Town Media, 
which owns 14 stations in Arkansas and Kansas.

Colorado — Don Tlapek’s Blizzard Broadcasting closes a $100,000 deal to 
convert its time brokerage agreement for “Easy 94.1” KEZZ, Phippsburg, CO into a 
purchase from Kevin Youngers.  It builds Tlapek’s Steamboat Springs-area cluster 
where he already owns “ESPN 98.9” KTYV and where he also leases “96.9 Big 
Country Radio” KBCR-FM and sports “AM 1230 The Boat” KBCR under a local 

marketing agreement with Cool Radio. Youngers still owns the currently-silent 
KPCR, Fowler, CO (99.3).

Nebraska — The Nebraska Rural Radio Association closes an $87,500 
deal to buy classic country KAMI, Cozad (1580) from Bott Broadcasting.  
NRRA already owns two other stations in the Grand Island-Kearney-Hastings 
market, including country “93.1 The River” KRVN-FM and farm “880 AM 
Rural Radio” KRVN.  

Oklahoma & Kansas — Nancy Miller’s One Media closes a deal to 
buy three construction permits from Christopher Falletti for $85,000.  The CPs 
are licensed to Wakeeney, KS at 95.3 FM; Cheyenne, OK at 97.3 FM; and 
Covington, OK at 105.9 FM.    While One Media is owned by Miller, it is run 
by William Wachter’s My Town Media which owns 14 stations in Arkansas 
and Kansas.

Oregon — Tom Hodgins’ Alexandra Communications closes a deal 
transferring a 50% stake in regional Mexican “La Ley 99.5” KZLY, Ione, OR 
to Chris Jacky in a deal valued at $66,500.  The FCC filing says the transfer 
is an equalization of the equity shares between the two to reflect their 
investment in building the station, which signed on in November 2013.   T&J 
Communications currently operates KZLY under a local marketing agreement.

North Carolina — B&M Broadcasting closes on its acquisition of 
southern gospel WLSG, Wilmington, NC from Olin Bohanan for $60,000. 
The deal calls for a $5,000 deposit with an adjusted balance due at closing. 
“Homecoming Gospel” WLSG simulcasts on translator W231CL at 94.1 
and Bohanan is transferring the lease to continue the simulcasts on the 
Edgewater Broadcasting-owned translator.  B&M also owns oldies WSME 
(1120) in the nearby market of Greenville-New Bern-Jacksonville, NC.  WLSG 
is Bohanan’s only radio station. 
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MORE OPPORTUNITIES 
@ INSIDERADIO.COM >>

GENERAL SALES MANAGER - SAN FRANCISCO
iHeartMedia San Francisco has an opening for a General Sales 
Manager.  This is a leadership and sales role responsible for managing 
an extended team of Account Executives and working collaboratively 
with other market GSMs.  

Primary responsibilities include generating station sales revenue 
and achieving sales goals; identifying, developing, and managing a 
group of local sellers; growing and deepening customer relationships 
that translate into sales; and, general management activities that 
support sales (eg, reporting, incentive plan creation, performance 
management, ongoing routines, etc.), and achieving sales & revenue 
targets with ever more sophisticated clients in a dynamic & highly 
competitive marketplace.  

The GSM will create revenue by having a deep understanding of their 
clients’ needs and the local marketplace, and through coaching & 
guiding their team of local sellers. 

College degree and two years related experience 
and/or training, or equivalent combination of 
education/experience preferred.
 
For a full list of qualifications and 
requirements, or to apply for this 
position, please CLICK HERE.

iHeartMedia is an equal opportunity employer.

DIGITAL SOLUTIONS SALES - 
ANY U.S. LOCATION

Triton Digital’s Publisher 
Development Team is 
responsible for building Triton’s 
audio publisher network through 
the direct-sale and licensing 
of Triton’s AMP Platform and 
Triton’s Audio Platform. Success 
in this digital solutions role will 
require proven talent in sales, a 
knowledge & passion for digital 
media, as well as the ability to 
manage through a complex sales 
process. Strong communication & 
presentation skills are essential as 
well as an entrepreneurial desire 
to help prospective and current 
clients grow their business with 
Triton solutions. E.O.E.

If the description above depicts 
you, send resume to: 

jobs@tritondigital.com
tritondigital.com/about-us/

careers

INSIDE RADIO 
REACHES RADIO’S TOP 

PROFESSIONALS. 
PLACE YOUR 

JOB OPENING HERE!
EMAIL: 

ADS@INSIDERADIO.COM 
FOR A QUICK QUOTE.

RADIO PROS 
FOUND HERE!

MARKET MANAGER & SALES EXECUTIVES
Nashville/Memphis/Kansas City/Ft. Wayne/Modesto/

Fresno/Lincoln/Omaha

Bott Radio Network a national leader in quality Christian Talk Radio 
is seeking an experienced Market Managers & Sales Executives 
in several markets. The ideal candidate will have at least five years’ 
prior experience in sales management and outside sales. Candidate 
must have a proven sales in achieving team goals and individual sales 
goals. Must have superior leadership and communication skills, and 
the ability to train and develop top performing sales people to grow 
local and regional revenue. Must be skilled at prospecting, qualifying 
and closing new accounts, while servicing existing accounts, including 
effective scheduling, copywriting, exceptional account service and 
computer skills. Radio experience is preferred. If your experience is 
a good match, send your resume and cover letter to: 
 
Pat Rulon 
10550 Barkley
Overland Park, Kansas 66212

Or you may fax to Pat Rulon at 913.642.1319,
or email: prulon@bottradionetwork.com                   E.O.E.
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